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SCORPIO

Pop | Urban | R&B

ENG · Style, versatility, power, showmanship
attitude define Clara, better known as Scorpio.

and

She is one of the unforgettable characters of the first
edition of the successful TV3 talent show, Eufòria,
thanks to her talent and her great personality.
There are those who are definitely born artists. And
this is Scorpio, who from the Poblenou neighborhood
of Barcelona and at only 20 years old, has already
become a true 360 artist with a training that ranges
from singing and musical theater to dance.
Influenced by urban music with different genres such
as RnB and iconic figures such as Beyoncé or Rihanna,
the charismatic singer embarks on a new journey with
the Delirics label, with whom she begins a new stage to
develop her musical career and maintain her rebellious
and rebellious essence. powerful!
Soon we will have news about her long-awaited debut
album that everyone will surely talk about.
And if one thing is clear, it is that her proposal will
be focused on live, with dances, lighting effects and,
above all, SHOW!
Get ready for the show… SCORPIO IS HERE!
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FLASHY

Urban | Dancehall | Pop

ENG · Flashy Ice Cream, one of the first to start creating a

name in trap in Catalan, and with a proposal that mixes trap,
dancehall and hip-hop with a very personal and fresh style, have
just released their 4th album ‘Aftersun’, an album where you can
see the evolution of the band in all aspects, both musically and
visually.
Flashy has got together, as always, with the best producers on
the national scene, a lot of experimentation with rhythms and
lyrics and luxury collaborations to continue, in this way, raising
the level.
After the success of their previous works (with Don gelato
they won the Enderrock award for the best urban music album
in Catalonia) the band from Sabadell has released AfterSun,
an album that has achieved the best numbers of their career.
With songs like “Sant Hilari”, the hit “Bona vida” with the
collaboration of Bad Gyal’s little sister, or the official summer
song of Icat FM Radio Station ‘Un Estiu Perfecte’. A very refreshing
and optimistic work that is born from the feeling that emerges
when the restrictions due to the pandemic end.
With a new album under their arms and with the feeling of
being the referents of urban music in Catalan for thousands of
teenagers, they have started their tour with a very elaborate
live show, a staging and a production only within the reach of
the best.
Flashy Ice Cream are the freshest in Catalonia!!
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P.A.W.N.

Trap | Urban | Drill

ENG · P.A.W.N Gang, Pretty Ass White Niggas Gang, is a
source of inspiration for a whole promotion of artists and
urban style bands.

They are a cult band in Catalonia, a musical and cultural
phenomenon of an entire country! Last year they released
a new album: ‘Oli d’Uliba’ and a new tour, finally canceled
due to the pandemic, but this hasn’t stopped them and has
made them work hard on a new mixtape that, moreover,
represents the ten-year history of the band: ‘RESPAWN’.
A new album with more hits that must be added to its
enormous repertoire of classics such as “tu i tu”, “Nai
truca’m al Móvil”, “Jo vui ser pulisia”, “Vastit d’amiri” or “io
competeixo” that they played together with MANEL live in
an APOLO (Barcelona) absolutely packed and dedicated.
P.A.W.N. Gang are rude and rebellious... and also a band
that will go down in music history for becoming the first
and only referents of an entire generation and of a new
musical genre in Catalonia that now rules, TRAP.
Now, more mature and reformed, they are reborn with
RESPAWN to celebrate 10 years of career and success.
P.A.W.N. GANG ARE A SHOW IN ITSELF!
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BOUNCE

Hip-Hop | R&B | Electronic

ENG · Bounce Twice, a band resulting from the union between

Lil Aiden, singer, and the producer and DJ Efren Kairos, make a
leap in their career by signing with the leading label in urban
music in Catalonia: Delirics. With influences such as old school
Hip Hop, Soul, R&B and electronic music, they release their debut
album ‘RAVE ON’.
After advancing singles that are already hits such as ‘T’he
esborrat’, ‘No em sobren bales’ or ‘Pull over the ex’, they release
an album that marks a before and after in the Catalonia’s music
scene.
Today they are already a reference band in the Catalan urban
scene, and with the big difference that it is led by a woman. Its
musical proposal is an ode to the party, to recover everything
that has been lost due to the pandemic.
A band with plenty of flow, talent, personality and style! Their
songs are among the most recurrent on radio stations such
as Els 40 Urban, Icat fm, Flaixbac or Radio 3. Artists such as
Gertrudis, P.A.W.N. Gang or Calero LDN have already wanted to
collaborate with them.
And if there is one thing that stands out in CAPITAL LETTERS in
this proposal, it is its energy and strength in live performances.
Bounce Twice make even those who have never heard them
jump, dance and scream.
Bounce Twice is, without a doubt, a great personality and an
electric live show that hypnotizes! You can’t miss them!!
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SEXENNI

Festive Pop | Urban

ENG
· Sexenni is the big surprise of 2022!!! A pop music band
with clear urban influences and various styles and rhythms that

have come together naturally giving the band its own unique
sound. All without forgetting the good vibes and festive essence
that gives a very fresh touch to the proposal.
Sexenni was born just a year ago in the basement of a high
school, where three friends decide to record a demo. Since then,
the proposal has done nothing but grow until it became (in
record time) one of the top bands with the most projection in
the country.
Its first album, which was released on April 1, “Retrats” is a
debut album made up of 10 songs in which Sexenni shows all the
virtues, and its unique mix of styles. The proposal has been so
popular that in just a few months they have gone from being
completely unknown to playing on all the radio stations in the
country (Els 40, Flaixbac, Rac105, Icat Fm, Dial, 40 urban, etc.)
and hit lists.
Their impact has been such that the leading audience TV show
on TV3, EUFÒRIA invited them to play their acclaimed first single
“De lao” live. It was there that the host of the TV show, the
singer Miki Núñez, fell in love and even posted his own version of
it on networks. And not only that, he has asked to collaborate
with the band on another song that will soon see the light.
In just 4 months, the Sexenni phenomenon has already managed
to become a leader in radio in Catalonia, thousands of streams
of its singles, and a tour with more than twenty shows that
range from the stages of LOS40, the Dial Al Sol tour, the Acústica
Festival of Figueres, going through the main festivals of Lleida,
Barcelona, filling

Sala Apol·lo or the festivals of Ibiza. Not only
does his music surprise, his live show is forceful, fun and festive.
SEXENNI is already a reference band and they are just starting!!
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LAS BAJAS

Electro | Urban Music

ENG
· Las Bajas Pasiones is an LGTBIQ Electronic and Urban
Music project, where a brazen desire to live, burning the soles of
shoes on the dance floor, and an antagonistic attitude towards
what they sell us as life are connected.

The raw and direct Hip-Hop of Trusty, the Pop melodies and
catchy choruses of Edu Libra, the synths of Toni Taboo intersect
with the guitars and some beats from another world, and from
another time that is yet to come. Some of their songs are already
hits for the LGTBIQ community and their concerts are a freedom
party that turns any space into an endless dance floor.
In their music they claim collective solutions to problems that
they sell us as individuals, perhaps for this reason they surround
themselves with a large number of collaborators such as the
Tremenda Jauría, the Argentine reggeatonera Chocolate Remix,
the lesbian rapper Bittah from Tribade, Panxo from ZOO, the
junk dealer of the future Nept1 or the LGTBI Hip-Hop ambassador
Kenya Grammo Suspect…
With two albums on their back, Rizomas Salvajes (2018) and
Bichx Rarx (2020), on February 11, 2022 they surprise us with
a new album: Neocancaneo (Delirics, 2022). An album that
represents a way of showing the most shameless part of life,
cruising in the parks on the outskirts of the city, smiling at the
little that the patriarchal system leaves us, and empowering
themselves as people who love to live and who want to burst
any trace of repressive morality from the corpse of patriarchy.
This album is more cheeky than ever, more eager to dance,
closer to electro-punk and more rebellious than the previous
ones. Grunge guitars for the dance floor, “coreable” choruses,
Dionysian Hip-Hop at the end of time and beats that come to
get you off the couch at 150 bpms. Berlin and Seattle hooking up
at an underground party in Barcelona.
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